
The Bespoke & Boutique Wedding Venue of Choice



Welcome to The Manor Somerset: one of the UK’s leaders 
in creating the bespoke wedding experience

◆	 Hire The Manor with its stunning private grounds for a whole day, a 24 hour stay or a 3 day / 2 night stay
◆	 We specialise in creating the ultimate weekend wedding & party experience
◆	 Particularly popular with our London based Brides & Grooms (who are the majority to descend on The  
 Manor for wedding celebrations)
◆	 A venue with luxurious accommodation coupled with our ability to deliver high end London efficiency in a  
 “boutique” relaxed Country House environment makes us the ideal venue & our location is good too!
◆	 We also have an additional chic thatched barn on site sleeping 10 that allows you to have more guests  
 staying on site for the weekend priced separately with further accommodation for guests nearby

In a short space of time 
The Manor Somerset 
has become “the must go 
to venue” for wedding 
celebrations with an 
envious reputation for 
being truly Unique & 
Boutique…



◆	 The Manor is a chic 13th Century Manor House with a notable stone façade, gravel driveway and  
 elegant Tudor embellishments
◆	 The Manor is impeccably designed and managed – as well as very welcoming and relaxed
◆	 The day or weekend can be informal or as formal as you wish!
◆	 The Manor works to your agenda: all we ask is that you relax and leave the intrinsic details to us  
 so we can allow our meticulously handpicked suppliers to take care of you
◆	 The Manor has set the standard for The Country House Wedding Experience with our unique and  
 boutique approach to Brides & Grooms

Setting the 
standard…

Our approach to laying on a 
fabulous wedding reception & 
weekend stay is unique
Bose music systems, a games room, 
heated outdoor pool, club size 
tennis court and much more… 
For your  “Wed-Kend” Wedding
Experience – awaits you!



◆	 If this describes you then you will love The Manor
◆	 We are here to offer a stress free wedding impeccably managed and relaxed throughout 
◆	 The Manor is independently recognized in the UK as a leader in its field, by the most   
 demanding critics, as a venue that delivers something very special - The Manor recently  
 featured in the 2012/13 Quintessentially “hand-picked" wedding guide - a publication that  
 only showcases the Country’s elite venues

Reversing the 
thinking…

The Manor appeals to the couples who 
are different to the norm, unique, 
personal in approach & demanding a 
specialized attention to detail, the 
boutique approach with an understated 
class that is hard for many venues to 
comprehend or deliver…



What awaits you…

Accommodation for 24 in individually 
styled rooms - Your family & friends 
will quickly feel at home at The Manor
There is also a separate individually 
styled highly regarded Lake House 
on site that can be wholly yours for 
the wedding weekend sleeping 10 
additional guests (by arrangement)

◆	 The Manor is idyllic
◆	 An exclusive setting for weddings
◆	 Offering the ceremony, reception and accommodation in one beautiful location
◆	 The 13th Century Banquet Hall and Drawing Room are separately licensed for Civil Wedding ceremonies
◆	 With up to 60 guests in The Banquet Hall for formal dining / more for informal dining
◆	 External receptions allow us to cater for over 400 guests
◆	 Extensive private and impeccable gardens including a koi pond, miniature lake and rose garden add to   
 making The Manor a stunning country house wedding venue



All Wedding events 
at The Manor are 
fully catered with a 
full drinks service



Bespoke Cuisine: Unique to you and your party…
At The Manor we offer a range of 
catering for your wedding day or 
wedding weekend - We believe that 
a mix of catering using differing 
techniques truly differentiates a 
wedding here than at any typical 
wedding venue…

◆	 On the main day we create “Wedding Cuisine”  of your choice
◆	 From informal gourmet fish & chips to elegant, rustic and chic Michelin Starred 7 course  
 fine dine menus
◆	 Evening catering includes styles you will not find so finely executed elsewhere making all  
 day or evening guests feel special
◆	 All Brides & Grooms who book with us have a private tasting - all tastes are catered for
◆	 Our menus are bespoke to us and us alone



A Couture Service…

By now you will have 
realised we do genuinely 
offer a “Couture 
Service” that is key to 
maintaining the highest 
standards set by this 
venue for a perfect 
wedding - we are not 
about volume: we are 
about delivering a unique 
wedding experience

◆	 Offering only a limited number of weddings here each year, each wedding is a truly bespoke occasion
◆	 As every wedding is different – and as we are not a hotel or private venue that adopts hotel behaviour   
 (which typically offer standard packages and movement restrictions within the venue) we take pride in   
 accommodating your specific requirements and open all areas of The Manor to you and your guests
◆	 We are attention to detail on all levels and all of our approved partners have a full understanding of the   
 delivery execution expected at The Manor - only the very best in their profession are put in front of you
◆	 The process for supplier partners remains vigorous and is constant and as a result The Manor has a  
 formidable and envied team
◆	 Bespoke Wedding costs for the hire and Wedding Cuisine Experience have a range in cost as we build the  
 event specifically around each Bride & Groom 
◆	 We offer a unique exclusive use manor house that is true in quality with flexibility for your stay



Weddings at The Manor Somerset - In Summary…

Whether you need 
a marquee, a band 
or a controlled and 
professional firework 
display by our authorised 
teams we will be able to 
put a bespoke offering 
together for you…
Call us to discuss the 
possibilities we can make 
reality!

◆	 We cater for all requirements and provide a full drinks service that is unique to you
◆	 Up to 34 can be accommodated overnight and we cater for both small & large weddings  
◆	 The Manor is not a 'conveyor belt' wedding venue. The Manor does not offer packages 
 that “you do not need or want”, special offers or gimmicks to woo you in…
◆	 We can offer a day hire price based on price per person inclusive of luxurious catering so you know  
 your commitment up front based on your guest numbers - we can then add a stay over cost based  
 on up to 24 guests in The Manor and 10 In The Lake House  
◆	 Guests can arrive and depart to times that suit you
◆	 Relaxed yet highly professional is what The Manor stands for
◆	 For insurance, health & safety / quality control & delivery reasons, The Manor only allows its   
 approved Marquee/Catering & General Supplier teams on site for events

 





The Manor • Somerset 
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knight@themanorsomerset.co.uk
www.themanorsomerset.co.uk


